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E-mail address: etacir@ucla.edu (E. Taciroglu).We present a rigorous veriﬁcation study and an extension to an existing semi-analytical ﬁnite element
formulation for analysis of end and transition effects in prismatic cylinders. End and transition effects
in stressed cylinders are phenomena associated with the difference between results that are predicted
by the Saint–Venant solutions and the actual point-wise conditions. These differences manifest them-
selves as self-equilibrated stress states. Notwithstanding certain well-known exceptions (e.g., restrained
torsion of open thin-walled sections), such effects in isotropic cylinders are usually conﬁned to a very
small neighborhood of a terminal boundary or transition zone, and are typically neglected. For anisot-
ropy, as in the case of most smart/active and composite material systems, they can persist much further
into the interior of the structure, and need to be quantiﬁed to design geometry transition zones and to
fully understand the delamination effects. In the semi-analytical approach, we ﬁrst discretize the govern-
ing equations within the cross-sectional plane of the cylinder. The end-solution ﬁelds satisfy the homo-
geneous form of the resulting semi-analytical system of ordinary differential equations. This leads to an
algebraic eigenvalue problem, and an eigenfunction expansion of the stress and displacement ﬁelds due
to end effects. Unique to the present study, we formulate a procedure to quantify the transitional effects
for end-to-end connected cylinders for which the displacement and stress continuity along the transition
interface need to be enforced. The semi-analytical approach has several distinct advantages: (i) It is com-
putationally efﬁcient, as only the cross-sectional geometry is discretized; (ii) it can be applied to arbitrary
cross-sectional geometries and the most general form of anisotropy; and (iii) it yields direct measures for
the decay lengths (or decay rates) of any end-or transition-solution ﬁeld. Analytical solutions to end-
effect problems are scarce. Those that exist are for simple geometry and material constitution. We use
these analytical solutions, as well as solutions obtained using three-dimensional ﬁnite element models,
to verify our approach and to assess its efﬁciency.
 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
When two (or possibly more) beams are joined at an interface
where forces and moments are transmitted, transitional effects oc-
cur. These effects are conﬁned to the neighborhood of the interface.
With distance away from this region, the stress states return to dis-
tributions given by Saint–Venant (SV) extension, bending, torsion
and ﬂexure solutions. But in the vicinity of the interface, the behav-
ior is highly complex and not according to aforementioned SV solu-
tions. As illustrated in Fig. 1, a part of the behavior is self-
equilibrated, representing the difference between SV data and ac-
tual end condition. This part decays with distance from an end,
i.e., Saint–Venant’s principle.
Herein, we are occupied with quantifying such effects in pris-
matic beams, whose cross-sections may be anisotropic as well as
inhomogeneous. To accommodate prismatic beams with arbitraryll rights reserved.
+1 310 206 2222.cross-sectional geometries and general material properties, a
semi-analytical ﬁnite element (SAFE) method is adopted wherein
the cross-section undergoes discretization. The kinematic behavior
is represented by polynomial interpolations in the elements com-
prising the cross-sectional model with the axial dependence left
undetermined at the outset. The governing equations are of the
form
K1U;zz þ K2U;z  K3U ¼ 0 ð1Þ
where the array U ¼ UðzÞ contains the nodal displacements and
K1; K2, and K3 are system stiffness matrices. Formulation of these
matrices for numerical results herein can be found in Taweel
et al. (2000). The complete solution to Eq. (1) consists of three parts,
i.e.,
UðzÞ ¼ USV þ Uend þ Urb ð2Þ
where USV denotes a Saint–Venant solution for a stress state corre-
sponding to applied end forces and moments, Uend concerns self-
equilibrated effects that quantiﬁes how Saint–Venant’s principle
Fig. 1. Saint–Venant and self-equilibrated parts of a stress ﬁeld near the ends.
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needed to meet the prescribed kinematic constraints.
For the Saint–Venant solution, we follow the method by Dong
et al. (2001) and Kosmatka et al. (2001). But we note that others
have similar or alternative solution methods for this problem,
viz., Giavotto et al. (1983), Ladevéze and Simmonds (1998), Pope-
scu and Hodges (2000), El Fatmi and Zenzri (2002), El Fatmi
(2007a,b), Herrmann (1965), Mason and Herrmann (1968).
To determine the end solution, take UendðzÞ ¼ Uoecz, where c
denotes an inverse decay length and Uo is a displacement vector
of the self-equilibrated effects. Substitution of this solution form
into Eq. (1) yields a quadratic algebraic eigenproblem given as,
K3Uo  cK2Uo  c2K1Uo ¼ 0 ð3Þ
where c is eigenvalue parameter. This eigenproblem can be reduced
to ﬁrst-order form, from which it is possible to see that both real
and complex eigendata are admissible – representing the possibility
of both exponential and sinusoidal decays. Numerical data by this
approach have been reported by Huang and Dong (1984), Dong
and Huang (1985), Goetschel and Hu (1985), Kazic and Dong
(1990) and Lin et al. (2001), for a variety of problems related to
orthotropic and anisotropic strips and circular cylinders as well as
for general cross-sections. Inverse decay lengths have also been
determined analytically from a transcendental equation of a bound-
ary-value problem – see, Johnson and Little (1965) and Little and
Childs (1967) for data on isotropic semi-inﬁnite strips and circular
cylinders, respectively. Mathematical insight enabling the quantiﬁ-
cation of Saint–Venant’s principle was due to Toupin (1965) and
Knowles (1966), whose strain energy inequality theorems bounded
the decay from an end to exponential form. It is of interest to note,
however, that Synge (1945) outlined the essence of the end solu-
tion; however, he did not offer any solutions. For a very comprehen-
sive review of the literature on this topic, see Horgan and Knowles
(1983) and Horgan (1989).
The purpose herein is to apply inverse decay data, extracted
from Eq. (3), to treat end effects and transitional states for various
arrangements where two beams are joined. In the next sections,
details of the Saint–Venant solution and algebraic eigenproblem
are reviewed. Then, results for isotropic strip and circular cylinder
based on Eq. (3) are compared with Johnson and Little (1965) and
Little and Childs (1967) to instill some conﬁdence to the present
numerical approach to study end and transitional effects. The steps
in the analysis of end and transitional effects are set forth. Exam-
ples are then given on interlaminar stresses at the end of a lami-
nated beam, stress transmission in a beam with a hollow cross-
section reinforced by a plate, a beam with two angleply layers
loaded over a portion of the end cross-section, and decaying stres-
ses in the vicinity of two distinct beams connected end-to-end.
Only loads applied at the end(s) are considered in our examples.
Loading on the lateral surface of a beam – which belongs to Alman-
si–Michell class of problems – involves the nonhomogenoeus formof Eq. (1); and the treatment of this problem may be found in Lin
and Dong (2006). We will not consider this type of loading, but
hasten to add that the analysis procedure described herein remains
valid except for the inclusion of a particular solution.
2. Synopsis of Saint–Venant solutions
Saint–Venant’s problem consists of determining the three-
dimensional stress and displacement ﬁelds in a prismatic beam
due to prescribed tractions at one endwith full kinematic restraints
on the other. What are known as Saint–Venant solutions (1855,
1856) are displacement and stress ﬁelds, which agree only in terms
of the end resultants, i.e., (1) axial force (extension), (2) pure bending
moments, (3) torque, and (4) ﬂexural forces. The point-wise ﬁelds
may not agree with the prescriptions at the two ends, but Saint–Ve-
nant’s principle assures the validity of these solutions in the interior,
i.e., away from the two ends of the beam.
In the method for Saint–Venant’s solutions by Dong et al.
(2001), a sequential integration procedure due to Iesan (1986)
was used to deﬁne the kinematic ﬁelds. Beginning with rigid body
displacements, the ﬁrst integral gave stress and strain ﬁelds uni-
form in z, or that appropriate for Saint–Venant extension–bend-
ing–torsion. The next integral gives ﬁelds that are at most linear
in z, i.e., Saint–Venant ﬂexure. In a Saint–Venant solution, three
parts are involved in each kinematic ﬁeld: (1) primal ﬁeld, (2)
cross-sectional warpage, and (3) rigid body motion. All of these
components are functions of unknown displacement coefﬁcients.
The displacement ﬁeld USV for extension, bending, torsion and
ﬂexure has the form
USVðzÞ¼ Usv2
ð3M4Þ
ðzÞþ Wsv2
ð3M4Þ
þz Wsv1
ð3M4Þ
" #
aII
ð41Þ
þ Usv1
ð3M4Þ
ðzÞþ Wsv1
ð3M4Þ
" #
aI
ð41Þ
þURB6
ð3M6Þ
 aRB
ð61Þ
ð4Þ
where ðUsv1;Usv2Þ; ðWsv1;Wsv2Þ, and URB6 are the primal ﬁelds and
warpages for extension–bending–torsion ðsv1Þ and ﬂexure ðsv2Þ
problems, and the six rigid-body modes, respectively, with ampli-
tude coefﬁcients aI; aII, and aRB given by
aI ¼ ½aI3; aI4; aI5; aI6T ; aII ¼ ½aII3; aII4; aII5; aII6T ; and aRB
¼ ½aRB1; aRB2; . . . aRB6T : ð5Þ
Warpages Wsv1 and Wsv2 are independent of z. Details on their con-
struction are given in Dong et al. (2001). Once these matrices are
established, the Saint–Venant ﬁeld is completely deﬁned except
for the unknown amplitudes aI; aII and aRB.
Stresses in an element are given by
r ¼ C½z hþ b1Wsv1i
 þ b2Wsv1i þ b1Wsv2i aII
þ C hþ b1Wsv1i
 
aI; ð6Þ
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the strain–displacement transformations; C is the linear elastic
material stiffness matrix (c.f., Dong et al., 2001), and h is
h ¼
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
1 y x 0
0 0 0 x
0 0 0 y
0 0 0 0
2
666666664
3
777777775
: ð7Þ
Integrating the stresses over the cross-section P yields the force
and moment resultants.Z
P
rzz dxdy ¼ PzðzÞ;
Z
P
rzzydxdy ¼ MxðzÞZ
P
ðrzyx rzxyÞdxdy ¼ MzðzÞ;
Z
P
rzzxdxdy ¼ MyðzÞ:
ð8Þ
These resultants can be recast in compact form using h of Eq. (7) asZ
P
hTrdxdy ¼ FðzÞ; ð9Þ
where FðzÞ for all six force and moment resultants at an end is given
by
FðzÞ ¼
PzðzÞ
MxðzÞ
MyðzÞ
MzðzÞ
8>><
>>:
9>>=
>>;
¼
Pz
Mx
My
Mz
8>><
>>:
9>>=
>>;
þ z
0
Py
Px
0
8>><
>>:
9>>=
>>;
or FðzÞ ¼ F0 þ zF1:
ð10Þ
In this expression, Px and Py are transverse shear resultants deﬁned
by
Px ¼
Z
P
rxz dxdy; and Py ¼
Z
P
ryz dxdy: ð11Þ
Substituting Eqs. (6) and (7) into Eq. (8) and integrating over a gen-
eric cross-section give
zjI þ jII½ aII þ jIaI ¼ F0 þ zF1; ð12Þ
where
jI
ð44Þ
¼
Z Z
hTr0 dxdy ¼
jI33 jI34 jI35 jI36
jI34 jI44 jI45 jI46
jI35 jI45 jI55 jI56
jI36 jI46 jI56 jI66
2
6664
3
7775; ð13Þ
jII
ð44Þ
¼
Z Z
hTr1 dxdy ¼
jII33 jII34 jII35 jII36
jII34 jII44 jII45 jII46
jII35 jII45 jII55 jII56
jII36 jII46 jII56 jII66
2
6664
3
7775: ð14Þ
Differentiating equation (12) yields the governing equations for the
ﬂexure forces, Py and Px. To wit,
jIaII ¼ F1: ð15Þ
Once aII is determined, Eq. (12) may be re-applied with z ¼ 0 to give
the solution for aI in terms of the axial force, bending moments and
torque ðPz;Mx;My;MzÞ at the end of the beam, as in
jIaI ¼ F0  jIIaII: ð16Þ
Lastly, the coefﬁcients aRB6 of the rigid body displacements can be
determined from the restraint conditions at the other end (i.e., at
z ¼ L) of the beam.3. Self-equilibrated solutions
Self-equilibrated effects are represented by the solution Uend to
Eq. (3). Using an exponential solution form for it – i.e.,
UendðzÞ ¼ Uoecz – and reducing Eq. (3) to ﬁrst-order form yield
0 K3
K3 K2
 
U0
U1
 
¼ c K3 0
0 K1
 
U0
U1
 
or AQr ¼ cBQr; ð17Þ
where U1 ¼ cU0. The combined column Qr represents a right-
handed system of generalized coordinates. Note that K1 and K3
are symmetric, while K2 is antisymmetric. Hence, the algebraic
eigensystem in Eq. (17) contains both real and complex conjugate
pairs of eigendata and well as zero values. Zero values indicate
no decay with distance along z and these modes are the Saint–
Venant solutions of extension, bending, torsion and ﬂexure. Non-
zero roots represent attenuation rates of self-equilibrated effects
into the interior of the cylinder. The real and complex roots cor-
respond to monotonic and sinusoidal decays, respectively. Posi-
tive real roots and complex roots with positive real parts
represent decay into the region zP 0, which applies to tip-end
conditions. The other subset of negative real roots and complex
roots with negative real parts are for root-end conditions. The
eigenvalue with the smallest magnitude real part is prominent;
it deﬁnes the inverse decay length with the furthest penetration
into the interior.
The eigensolution to Eq. (17) may be stated as a transformation
to a right-handed system of normal coordinates X as
Q r ¼ UX; ð18Þ
where U is the right modal matrix, which can be partitioned into
upper and lower parts leading to
Qr ¼
U0
U1
 
¼ Uu
Ul
 
X ¼ Uu
UuC
 
X; ð19Þ
where C is a diagonal matrix of eigenvalues. Stress eigenvectors
may be computed using the upper half of the displacement eigen-
vectors Uu and Eq. (6).
Associated with Eq. (17) is the adjoint problem given by
0 K3
K3 K2
 
V0
V1
 
¼ c K3 0
0 K1
 
V0
V1
 
or AQl ¼ cBQl; ð20Þ
where Ql are left-handed generalized coordinates. The eigensolu-
tion to Eq. (20) yields the same eigenvalues as Eq. (17), but the
modal matrix W contain left-handed eigenvectors.
The right and left-handed eigenvectors satisfy the bi-orthogo-
nality relations
WTBU  diagðB1;B2; . . . ;BNÞ  b
WTAU  diagðc1B1; c2B2; . . . ; cNBNÞ;
ð21Þ
which may be stated in terms of the upper forms as
WTuK3Uu þ cmcnWTuK1Uu ¼ dmnBn
ðcm þ cnÞWTuK3Uu þ cmcnWTuK2Uu ¼ dmncnBn;
ð22Þ
where dij is the Kronecker delta. These bi-orthogonality relations
enable expansion of any arbitrary vector F in terms of the right-
handed eigenvectors. This expansion has the form
F ¼ Uua ð23Þ
with a denoting an array of amplitudes. Applying bi-orthogonality
relations, Eq. (23) yields the amplitudes as
a ¼ bðWTuK3 þ c2nWTuK1ÞF: ð24Þ
Fig. 2. Geometry and the ﬁnite element models of (a) the semi-inﬁnite elastic strip and (b) the circular wedge.
Table 1
Comparison of the semi–inﬁnite elastic strip data.
Present method Johnson and Little (1965)
Modes Rejanj Imjanj Rejcnj Imjcnj
1–4 3:74884 i1:38435 1.38434 i3:74884
5–8 6:95013 i1:67603 1.67611 i6:94998
9–12 10:12033 i1:85742 1.85838 i10:11926
13–16 13:28161 i1:98637 1.99157 i13:27727
17–20 16:44313 i2:07731 2.09663 i16:42987
21–24 19:61327 i2:12607 2.18340 i19:57941
25–28 22:80485 i2:10934 2.25732 i22:72704
29–32 26:04899 i1:96465 2.32171 i25:87339
33–36 29:36078 i2:45709 2.37876 i29:01883
37–40 32:56340 i2:87380 2.42996 i32:16362
Table 2
Subsets of eigenvalues.
Mode Present method Little and Childs (1967)
Case 1 (E ¼ 1:0; m ¼ 0:0)
1–4 2:55678 i1:38897 2:55677 i1:38897
5–8 6:00607 i1:63864 6:00586 i1:63870
9–12 9:23447 i1:82863 9:23317 i1:82906
13–16 12:42245 i1:96625 12:41789 i1:96788
17–20 15:59555 i2:06945 15:58596 i2:07680
21–24 18:76768 i2:12565 18:74560 i2:16636
25–28 22:00042 i2:12493 21:90036 i2:24238
29–32 25:30433 i2:16664 25:05201 i2:30840
Case 2 ðE ¼ 1:0; m ¼ 0:3Þ
1–4 2:77219 i1:36219 2:72218 i1:36210
5–8 6:06039 i1:63733 6:06008 i1:63762
9–12 9:26858 i1:82621 9:26684 i1:82826
13–16 12:44788 i1:95882 12:44253 i1:96724
17–20 15:61297 i2:04381 15:60544 i2:07628
21–24 18:78131 i2:02946 18:76174 i2:16593
25–28 22:07817 i1:85840 21:91414 i2:24202
29–32 25:54335 i1:62361 25:06403 i2:30810
950 C. Alpdogan et al. / International Journal of Solids and Structures 47 (2010) 947–9564. Veriﬁcation problems: the semi-inﬁnite strip and circular
cylinder
In order to verify such eigendata extracted with our computer
code, we compared results with those obtained analytically by
Johnson and Little (1965) and Little and Childs (1967) for a semi-
inﬁnite rectangular strip and a solid circular cylinder, respectively.
The geometry and the ﬁnite element models of these two problems
are schematically shown in Fig. 2. For semi-inﬁnite strip, a 0:05 2
region was meshed with 40 quadrilateral ﬁnite elements and
appropriate symmetry boundary conditions were applied. For the
semi-inﬁnite circular cylinder, a 10-degree wedge was meshed
with 35 quadrilateral ﬁnite elements (only a coarser mesh is
shown in ﬁgure). Displacements were constrained in the direction
normal to the wedge boundaries.
A subset of the fundamental eigenvalues by the present (SAFE)
method is presented in Table 1 alongwith analytical data of Johnson
and Little (1965); and there is a very good agreement between the
two sets of results. The transposition of real and imaginary parts in
the two sets of data is due to different deﬁnitions of the eigenvalues.
We also note that the SAFEmethodyields both positive andnegative
real parts of the eigenvalues for decay in both axial directions,where
the analytical results were quoted in Johnson and Little (1965) for
decay in one direction only. That the agreement is better for the low-
estmodes –with larger deviations observed in the ascendingmodes
– is consistentwithﬁnite elementmodeling realities for data involv-
ing higher spatial variations.
For the circular cylinder, the analytical solution by Little and
Childs (1967) provides only axisymmetric data, which are com-
pared with the SAFE method’s results in Table 2 for two different
values of the Poisson’s ratio. As seen in this table, the agreement
is also very good, and the patterns by which the accuracy dimin-
ishes with higher modes is the same as seen in the rectangular
strip problem.Using the axisymmetric data, we also considered the decay of a
self-equilibrated stress state given by rzz ¼ 1 2r2 and
rrz ¼ 2:4r  2:6r3 þ 0:2r5 in the radial ðrÞ direction. Without any
loss of generality, Poisson’s ratio was set at m ¼ 0:3. It is self-evi-
dent that the radial shear stress distribution leads to no resultant
force. Integration of the axial stress distribution of the cross-sec-
tion also shows a null resultant axial force, i.e.,Z
P
rzzr dr dh  0: ð25Þ
Using the Saint–Venant solution data and the stress eigenvectors,
plots of four stress components in the radial direction at various
distances along the axis of the cylinder are shown in Fig. 3. The
quantitative manner in which the decay occurs can be seen. We
note that the SAFE results are in very good agreement with those
predicted analytically by Little and Childs (1967).5. Analysis of end and transitional effects
5.1. End effects in a beam
Prior to getting into a discussion on transitional effects when
there is a discontinuity in cross-sectional geometry, or material
constitution, or both, we review the analysis of end effects in a can-
tilevered beam below. This analysis was set forth by Lin et al.
(2001).
The displacement and corresponding stress ﬁelds may be writ-
ten as
Fig. 3. Validation for stress boundary problem of a solid cylinder: The results are the distributions of non-zero stress components (rrr ;rhh;rzz and rrz) over the thickness at
different cross-sections ðz=r ¼ 0ðOÞ;0:3ðÞ; 0:6ðÞÞ. The symbols and the (dashed, dotted, etc.) lines denote the present solutions and the analytical solutions provided by
(Little and Childs, 1967), respectively.
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¼ USVðzÞ þURB6ðzÞaRB þUdiagðecizÞa;
SðzÞ ¼ SSVðzÞ þ SendðzÞ ¼ SSVðzÞ þ SenddiagðecizÞa;
ð26Þ
where diagðecizÞ is a diagonal matrix of exponential decays and a
contains the undetermined amplitudes of the decaying modes.
Notation S denotes stress components, ðrzz;ryz;rxzÞ, evaluated at
the Gaussian quadrature points in all the elements comprising the
cross-section. These stresses are evaluated through the constitutive
law at the element level. In general, the rigid body displacements
are known from the Saint–Venant solution. Based on end solutions
with decay in both positive and negative z-direction, we can divide
the end solution into two parts, i.e., from the tip end and the root
end of the cantilevered beam of length L. To wit,
UðzÞ ¼ USVðzÞ þURB6ðzÞaRB þUtipdiagðecjzÞatip
þUrootdiagðecjðLzÞÞaroot;
SðzÞ ¼ SSVðzÞ þ StipdiagðecjzÞatip þ SrootdiagðecjðLzÞÞaroot:
ð27Þ
In the most general case, effects at the root (tip) end will be felt at
the tip (root) end, so that both parts of the end solution need to be
considered. But for a sufﬁciently long beam, the effects on one end
can be considered to be completely uncoupled from the other end.
This can easily by assessed by examining the lowest eigenvalue, the
effects of which persist the furthest into the interior. We will pro-
ceed under the assumption that the beam is sufﬁciently long, so
that only one part of the end solution needs to be considered at
the root and the tip ends.
Assuming that the boundary condition at the root–end, z ¼ L, is
full ﬁxity, we have
UðLÞ ¼ USVðzÞ þURB6ðzÞaRB þUrootdiagðecjðLzÞÞarootjz¼L
¼ USVðLÞ þURB6ðLÞaRB þUrootaroot  0
ð28Þas diagðecjðLzÞÞ ¼ I for z ¼ L. Rearranging this equation gives
Uroot
ð3MnÞ
aroot
ðn1Þ
¼ UL  USVðLÞ URB6ðLÞaRB; ð29Þ
where 3M denotes the total number of kinematic degrees of free-
dom and n is the number of eigenmodes adopted for the analysis.
Because not all of the eigenmodes are used (i.e., 3M  n), algebraic
system given in Eq. (29) is over-determined. The solution for the
unknown amplitudes ðarootÞ can be sought by least squares, i.e.,
aroot ¼ ½UHrootUroot1UHroot½UL  USVðLÞ URB6ðLÞaRB; ð30Þ
where UHroot is the Hermitian (i.e., conjugate transpose) of Uroot .
We let the applied tractions be denoted by S at the tip end
ðz ¼ 0Þ. Supposing that this distribution, in general is not according
to that of the Saint–Venant solution. Thus, we can represent the
difference between S and that of the Saint–Venant solution –
which is a self-equilibrated state – through the expression
SðzÞ ¼ SSVðzÞ þ StipdiagðecjzÞatip: ð31Þ
Using S0 denote the prescribed stress components at the Q Gaussian
quadrature points of the total discretized model of the cross section,
we have
ST0 ¼ ½rxz1;ryz1;rzz1; . . . ;rxzQ ;ryzQ ;rzzQ jz¼0: ð32Þ
Similarly, extracting the same components from rSV and rtip, denot-
ing them as SSV and Stip, and by invoking diagðecjzÞ ¼ I in Eq. (31),
the traction boundary conditions can be written as
S0 ¼ SSVð0Þ þ Stipatip ! Stip
ð3MnÞ
atip
ðn1Þ
¼ S0  SSVð0Þ: ð33Þ
Again, this algebraic system is over-determined as 3M  n. The
least-squares solution of Eq. (33) for atip yields
952 C. Alpdogan et al. / International Journal of Solids and Structures 47 (2010) 947–956atip ¼ ½SHtipStip1SHtip½S0  SSVð0Þ; ð34Þ
where S0 denotes the prescribed traction conditions at the tip.
5.2. Analysis of transitional effects for connected cylinders
Here, we consider two dissimilar beams, A and B, as illustrated
in Fig. 4 where beam B is fully bonded to A at interface C1. We
adopt the origins of the coordinate systems of the two beams as
shown in this ﬁgure. In general, an axial load, bending moment
and torque are applied at the free-end of beam B. Additionally,
on the surface C2 of beam A, there is the possibility of applied trac-
tions g whose resultant may be an axial force, bending moment
and torque. We wish to determine the complete displacement
and stress ﬁelds in the vicinity of the interface of these the two
beams. To simplify the analysis somewhat, we will assume both
beams are sufﬁciently long, so that their conditions at the extreme
ends are not coupled with those at the interface. Only functions
with decay from the interface are considered. Then, the displace-
ment ﬁelds for the two beams are
UAðz1Þ ¼ UASVðz1Þ þUAt aA þUARBðz1ÞaARB;
UBðz2Þ ¼ UBSVðz2Þ þUBr aB þUBRBðz2ÞaBRB:
ð35Þ
The ﬁrst step in the analysis is the determination of the Saint–Ve-
nant extension–bending-torsion solutions for each beam. In the
Saint–Venant solution for beam A, global equilibrium must be ob-
served to relate the resultant force and moments in member A to
that of member B and the contributions of g on surface C2. For beam
A, it is also possible to determine the rigid body displacements from
the conditions at z1 ¼ LA. However, it is not possible to determine
rigid body displacement UBRBðz2ÞaBRB at this time.
Continuity conditions for the two beams involve displacements
and stresses of the both beams at the interface. Expressions for dis-
placement and stress ﬁelds in beam A at the interface are
UAjz1¼0 ¼ U
A
SVð0Þ þUAt aAt þUARBaARB; SAjz1¼0 ¼ S
A
SVð0Þ þ SðUAt ÞaAt
ð36Þ
which can be organized further into terms on surfaces C1 and C2 as
in
UAC1
UAC2
( )
¼
UASVC1
UASVC2
8<
:
9=
;þ U
A
t1
UAt2
" #
aAt þ
UARB1
UARB2
" #
aARB;
SAC1
SAC2
( )
¼
SASVC1
SASVC2
8<
:
9=
;þ S
A
t1
SAt2
" #
aAt :
ð37Þ
These expressions in beam B at the interface, which occur only on
C1, areFig. 4. The geometry of a generic end-to-end connected beam problem.UBjC1 ¼ U
B
SVðLBÞ þUBr aBr þUBRBðLBÞaBRB;
SBjC1 ¼ S
B
SVðLBÞ þ SBðUBr ÞaBr :
ð38Þ
To summarize, the unknowns in Eqs. (37) and (38) are coefﬁcients
aAt and a
B
r of the decay functions and amplitude a
B
RB of the rigid body
displacement in beam B.
The interface (continuity) conditions are
UAjC1 ¼ U
BjC1 ; ðS
A þ SBÞjC1 ¼ 0; S
AjC2 ¼ g: ð39Þ
Enforcing these conditions gives
UASVC1 þU
A
t1a
A
t þUARBaARB ¼ UBSVðLBÞ þUBr aBr þUBRBðLBÞaBRB; ð40Þ
SASVC1 þ S
A
t1a
A
t þ SBSVðLBÞ þ SBr aBr ¼ 0; ð41Þ
SASVC2 þ S
A
t2a
A
t ¼ g: ð42Þ
Recasting these equations in matrix form yields
UAt1 UBr UBRBðLBÞ
SAt1 S
B
r 0
SAt2 0 0
2
64
3
75
aAt
aBr
aBRB
8><
>:
9>=
>; ¼
UBSVðLBÞ  UASVC1 U
A
RBa
A
RB
SBSVðLBÞ  SASVC1
g SASVC2
8>><
>>:
9>>=
>>;
ð43Þ
or
Aa ¼ b: ð44Þ
This over-determined problem can be solved to obtain the unknown
amplitudes ðaÞ using a least–squares approach as in
AHAa ¼ AHb) a ¼ ½AHA1AHb: ð45Þ6. Application problems
6.1. Interlaminar stresses decaying from the tip-end of a laminated
beam
Here, we consider a square-shaped cantilevered sandwich
beam, with isotropic top and bottom layers and an orthotropic
core, as illustrated in Fig. 5. Material properties of the orthotropic
core are typical of a graphite–epoxy composite, i.e.,
EL
ET
¼ 10; GLT
ET
¼ 0:4; GTT
ET
¼ 0:3; mLT ¼ 0:3; mTT ¼ 0:25; ð46Þ
where subscripts L and T denote longitudinal and transverse direc-
tions, respectively. Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio for the iso-
tropic layers are E and m ¼ 0:3. In this example, we assume that
E ¼ ET .
We consider three sets of applied tractions at the tip end of the
beamwhose resultants are an axial force, a bending moment, and a
torque. The manner in which they are applied is shown in Fig. 5.
We wish to determine how these applied tractions evolve into
Saint–Venant distributions of extension, bending and torsion, or
alternatively how the self-equilibrated ﬁelds attenuate into the
interior of this beam. The relevant stress components at the point
marked as A in Fig. 5 on the interface between the layers are mon-
itored along the beam’s axial direction.
Plots in Fig. 6 show the decay of various stress components
along the longitudinal axis passing through the interface be-
tween the top layer and the core for three different orientations
of the natural elastic axes of the orthotropic core with respect to
the coordinate directions, viz., 0	; 45	, and 90	. Also in this ﬁg-
ure, SAFE results are compared with three-dimensional ﬁnite ele-
ment method results obtained using (ANSYS, 1998); and, again,
there is a very good agreement between the two sets of results.
Fig. 5. The geometry and loading conditions of the sandwich beam validation problem. The top and bottom layers are made of the same isotropic material with an orthotropic
core.
Fig. 6. Comparison of stresses decaying from the free end of a sandwich beam. Symbols (rzzðOÞ;ryyðÞ;ryzðÞ;rxzð}Þ) and the (dashed, dotted, etc.) lines denote the SAFE
solutions and 3-D ﬁnite element solutions, respectively. The stress axis is normalized with respect to the maximum absolute value of the corresponding stress component.
The longitudinal axis (along the axial dimension) is normalized with respect to the length of a side of the square cross-section. The columns starting with (a), (b), (c) are the
cases of extension, bending and torsion, respectively. The rows starting with (a), (d), (g) are for the three different orientation of the orthotropic material at the core of the
cross-section, namely 0	; 45	; 90	 , respectively.
Table 3
Normalized characteristic decay lengths of interlaminar stresses (given as percent of
cross-sectional dimension) for different material orientations of the orthotropic core.
Extension Bending Torsion
ryy ryz ryy ryz ryy ryz
0	 5.17 67.2 5.17 48.3 20.7 48.3
45	 13.8 62.1 6.90 22.4 31.7 34.4
90	 6.90 51.7 4.60 20.7 19.5 34.4
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solution of this problem does not exist to the best of our
knowledge.
Table 3 provides the normalized (with respect to the depth A of
the cross-section) characteristic decay lengths of the relevant
interlaminar stresses for the extension–bending–torsion problem
for different orientations of the orthotropic core. Following Miller
and Horgan (1995), we deﬁne the characteristic decay length L

as the length over which the stresses decay to 1% of their values
Fig. 7. The geometry and loading conditions of a girder retroﬁtted by a thin plate. The beam is cantilevered and loaded at the tip-end.
Fig. 8. Comparison of interlaminar stresses along the interface between the girder
and the plate for (a) extension (b) bending, (c) torsion. The symbols
ðryyðÞ; rxy ðÞ; ryz ðOÞÞ and the (dashed, dotted, etc.) lines denote the SAFE
and 3-D ﬁnite element solutions respectively.
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  ln 100=k
, where k
 is the real part of the lowest
eigenvalue in Eq. (27) viz. Eq. (3).
We note here that the SAFE analysis is signiﬁcantly less compu-
tationally intensive than the ANSYS analysis, as two-dimensional
rather than three-dimensional ﬁnite element modeling is em-
ployed. From an examination of the eigendata, one can immedi-
ately estimate the 3D element length required in the axial
distance in ANSYS to capture the behavior. It is easily seen that a
relatively ﬁne discretization is needed to determine the behavior
of the decay accurately (to obtain the results shown a very ﬁne
graded 3D mesh containing approximately 1500 linear brick ele-
ments was used for ANSYS, whereas SAFE results were obtained
using a 2D mesh comprising 81 quadrilateral elements). Moreover,
once a set of two-dimensional eigendata is established, it is possi-
ble to use it for any distribution of end effects.
6.2. Transition effects in a plate-reinforced box girder
Here, we consider a hollow beam reinforced with a plate over a
partial distance as illustrated in Fig. 7. We assume that the end of
the plate is sufﬁciently remote from the end of the beam so that
end effects there do not interfere with the analysis in the transition
zone. Then, we can use the procedure set forth in Section 5.2.
We set the material properties for the hollow beam and plate as
Eb ¼ 210 GPa; mb ¼ 0:3, and Ep ¼ 300 GPa; mp ¼ 0:3; and the
dimensions shown in Fig. 7 as h ¼ 80 cm; t ¼ 4 cm; tp ¼ 0:4 cm.
We consider all three loading cases (extension, bending, and tor-
sion) and investigate the interlaminar (or delamination) stresses
decaying along the length of the plate, and compare SAFE results
with those determine through (ANSYS, 1998). We also note that
the agreement between the SAFE and ANSYS results are again very
good. But, as pointed out in the previous example, the SAFE meth-
od is far more efﬁcient computationally than ANSYS. ANSYS results
are merely included to show the validity of the SAFE approach in
this example, where the cross-sectional geometry of the beam
has a discontinuity.
The interlaminar stresses decaying from the interface are
shown in Fig. 8 for the three loading cases considered. In this nor-
malized stress plot, we can see that the decay lengths of the inter-
facial stresses are not highly sensitive to the loading type. We also
observe that at a distance of around 0:15 h from the cross-sectional
discontinuity, the interfacial normal stress decays to an insigniﬁ-
cant level, but the interfacial shear stress ryz persists into the inte-
rior nearly four times that distance.
6.3. Laminated beams: a parametric study on the effect of material
properties
Another problem we examine with the SAFE method is the
determination of interlaminar stresses near the tip-end of a com-
posite beam under a tensile patch load (cf., Fig. 9). The beam is
composed of two laminates, having the same material properties
(transverse isotropy), but different ﬁber orientations. We use ﬁve
different ply orientations in a parametric study – namely,
½0	;30	;45	;60	;90	. Case 0	 corresponds to a homoge-neous, transversely isotropic beam with ﬁbers oriented along the
z–axis, and 90	 corresponds to again a homogeneous transversely
isotropic beam, however with ﬁbers oriented along the x-axis.
Fig. 10 shows how the interlaminar (delamination) stresses
(ryy;ryz, and rxy) for different ﬁber orientations change, as we
move away from the free-end. We observe from the ﬁgure that it
is not always the strongest orientation of the plies that causes
the smallest interlaminar stresses. Some of the mechanical proper-
ties of a composite (e.g., its strength or weight) may be sacriﬁced in
favor of decreasing the interlaminar stresses. As such, Fig. 10 may
be used in order to achieve an optimum design of such a structure
by obtaining the desired strength with limited interlaminar stres-
ses. A failure criterion (for example von Mises) may also be em-
ployed with the aid of Fig. 10 to decide which orientation of the
laminates is least susceptible to such a failure.
In our discussion of delamination, we need to distinguish be-
tween that from the lateral surface(s) of a beam and that from
its end. Interlaminar stresses from a lateral surface (which may
or may not be uniform over the length of the beam) require a rel-
Fig. 11. Two rectangular isotropic beams, connected end-to-end, with different
Young’s Moduli E and Poisson’s ratios m.
Fig. 9. Problem geometry: a two-layer laminated composite cantilever beam, under
a symmetric patch load.
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properly deﬁne the decay phenomenon. This has been considered
by many authors (e.g., Pipes and Pagano, 1970; El Fatmi and Zenzri,
2004), but is not within the scope of the present study.6.4. End-to-end connected beams: a parametric study on the effects of
the difference in material properties
The ﬁnal problem we consider is a parametric study for investi-
gating how the differences in material properties affect the stress
transition in end-to-end connected beams. For this, we connect
two isotropic beams as shown in Fig. 11, with Young’s Moduli E1
and E2, and Poisson’s ratios m1 and m2, and apply axial loading with
resultant P. There are no transition effects when E1 ¼ E2 and
m1 ¼ m2. However, stress concentrations and jumps in certain stress
components near the transition zone are naturally expected, as the
difference in material properties increases. We determine these
stress concentrations with respect to two parameters, namely the
ratio of the Young’s Moduli E1=E2, and of the Poisson’s ratios
m1=m2 for the two beams.Fig. 10. Interlaminar stresses for a two-layer laminated beam under extenFig. 12 shows how the difference between the maximum value
of the stress component in the transition zone, rmax, and the far
ﬁeld values (i.e., the Saint–Venant solution) rsv of that stress com-
ponent, changes as the parameters are altered. For the stress com-
ponents plotted in Fig. 11, the Saint–Venant stresses are:
rxxsv ¼ ryysv ¼ ryzsv ¼ 0, and rzzsv ¼ 1:0. It can be seen that
the stress components rxx and ryz reach signiﬁcant values in the
transition zones, as the properties of the two materials become fur-
ther apart. The axial stress ðrzzÞ, which is the most signiﬁcant
stress component for the extension problem, reaches values as
high as 5 times the far-ﬁeld magnitude.
7. Conclusions
In this study, we extensively veriﬁed a semi-analytical ﬁnite
element (SAFE) method – put forth earlier by Dong and co-workers
(cf., Dong et al., 2001; Kosmatka et al., 2001; Lin et al., 2001) – for
analysis of end-effects in inhomogeneous, anisotropic cylinders. In
the SAFE approach an algebraic eigenvalue problem is introduced
using the semi-analytical governing equations. Then the solution
ﬁeld is expressed through an expansion of decaying eigen-modes.
Our veriﬁcation studies involving comparisons to both analytical
and fully-discrete methods have shown that the SAFE approach is
highly accurate – even when relatively simple/coarse meshes are
used to discretized the cross-sectional geometry.
We further extended/generalized the SAFE method to handle
transitional effects in connected beams where discontinues in
cross-sectional geometry and/or material constitution occur. Using
a similar eigenvalue expansion, we enforced the continuity of dis-sion, for different ﬁber orientation of the transversely isotropic layers.
Fig. 12. Parametric plots showing the inﬂuence of difference in material properties of two beams on the transition effects. The E1=E2 and m1=m2 axes respectively denote the
ratios of Young’s Moduli and Poisson’s ratios of the two isotropic beams, connected as shown in Fig. 11. The elevation axis is the difference between the maximum value of the
stress component near the transition zone and the Saint–Venant value (far-ﬁeld) of that stress component, i.e. rmax—rsv .
956 C. Alpdogan et al. / International Journal of Solids and Structures 47 (2010) 947–956placement and stress ﬁelds in a least-squares sense. We examined
transitional effects and stress concentrations for a plate reinforced
beam to verify the formulation and to assess its performance com-
pared to the conventional three-dimensional ﬁnite element
method.
Finally, we conducted parametric studies in two simple prob-
lems with implications to engineering practice to demonstrate
the potential utility of the proposed method. Such parametric stud-
ies are prohibitive through three-dimensional ﬁnite element anal-
yses. Our experience in these problems indicated that the SAFE
method is extremely efﬁcient compared to 3D FEM. It appears pos-
sible to utilize the method as the analysis engine in optimization
problems involving the design of composite beams and their tran-
sition zones whereby cross-sectional shapes, material layering, and
material properties are parametrically manipulated for improved
performance and function.
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